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Abstract

A digital comparator is one of the fundamental computational elements in most digital circuit components such as microprocessor and in digital signal processing designs as well. A new and efficient comparator design featuring with reduced area and power is presented here. The comparator executes its comparison operation from most significant bit to the least significant bit only when the number of comparison bits is equal. The comparator architecture is based on cut set algorithm which reduces the silicon area by time multiplexing many operations into single functional units. This type of algorithm reduces the power dissipation by eliminating unnecessary transitions. In addition, the comparator design is simple and flexible since it makes use of combinational circuitry alone. The main advantage of this design is its low power which can be tapped in digital signal processing applications like analog to digital convertor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Comparator is one of the most basic components in all digital system. This can be used in wide range of application like sorting, searching data, graphical and image/signal processing, testing application and in all general processor components. Even though the design of comparator is easy to implement, the extensive use of comparator places a challenging task on area and power consumption. To design a comparator some previous work is make using with certain algorithms and with dynamic logic gates for their increased performance. For example, various design uses subtractor (flat adder components), but these design are slow and area prohibitive even when they are implemented in fast adders. To improve scalability and reduce delay, a combined two’s complement and a floating point comparator is designed which supports 32 bit and 64 bit values [6]. However these circuits will have a greater delay and consumes a large area, even when implemented in a magnitude comparator with logarithmic delays.

To reduce area and power, a high speed magnitude comparator is designed. The principle is based on modified 1’s complement and a conditional sum adder. One’s complement addition is designed in such a way that it has two input multiplexer at each level and a generate-propagate term at the first level. Even for a 64 bit width comparison, six level of logic structure is required and all the structure is active irrespective of the bit width. This leads to high power consumption on the circuit and moreover the structure cannot be used to perform equality operation [3]. With the actual operands’ bit width, several designs are proposed in the form of pipelining. The concept used in [10] reduces the switching activity with the help of power down mechanism thereby reducing the power consumption. In order to acquire a large fan in, all-N-transistor (ANT) circuit is designed with high pipelined throughput. In [4] the evaluation block of a dynamic cell, where rearrangement and reordering of transistor is done thereby reducing the transistor count. An alternative architecture uses multiphase clocking scheme with only three pipeline stages where the clocking scheme may be incompatible for high speed single-cycle processor.

Comparator used in [5] are specifically delineate for priority encoder with the help of priority-encoding (PE) algorithm. To reduce logic depth, some dynamic logic is merged with PE function which results in multiple output domino logic (MODL). Another technique which shortens the path of priority-token propagation is multilevel look-ahead technique. The three techniques used above will limits the clock speed and jitter margin. A 64-bit comparator is designed with the help of multiplexer-based structure. The structure is split into two stages; the first stage consists of 8 bit comparison module, where second stage contains the multiplexer structure instead of using the same comparison module. The multiplexer which is used in second stage will further limits the clock speed and jitter margin.

To enhance speed of the comparator, the comparator is design using two phase domino clocking structure. These structures using addition operation as their basic element where it perform two’s complement function for the addend bit and carry bit decides the “greater than” or “less than” operation. In [2] architecture uses ripple carry adder which can be implemented for a wide range. This dynamically reduces the area and save power. A faster, energy efficient comparator takes the advantages, where only a particular bit slices is executed. The comparison starts from the most significant bit to the least significant bit, where undulate one bit at a time whereby reducing the delay and switching speed.
To reduce propagation delay, transistor count and physical area, a circuit is designed with no arithmetic computation which can be implemented in bitwise competition logic (BCL), pre-encoder and selection logic. To avoid long execution time, the BCL module is divided into block and then the signal is sending for the selection logic. Here the multiplexer acts as selection logic. The main drawback of the BCL circuit is, it limits the maximum achievable operating speed. To avoid this problem a special control logic circuitry should be designed.

2. EXISTING DESIGN

A novel parallel prefix structure contain reconfiguration arithmetic algorithm, with a maximum fan-in and fan-out of five and four respectively. The tree structure is globally partitioned into two pipelining stages and a number of stages at further levels. The overview of the architecture contains two modules. One is the comparison resolution module, which act as a high-level architecture of the design. Another module is the decision module, which contain OR-network.

![Comparison Resolution Module](Fig -1: Parallel Prefix Structure)

Comparison resolution module compares from the most significant bit to the least significant bit performing bitwise comparison logic. The module contains five sets of logic, where each set has a particular cell type of function to be performed. In order to reduce switching activity inside the circuit, lower bits are terminated once the 1 is detected in the most significant bit. This termination process is done in set three and set two logic type cells.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{If } A > B; \text{ then left bus}=1 \text{ and right bus}=0, \\
\text{If } A < B; \text{ then left bus}=0 \text{ and right bus}=1, \\
\text{If } A = B; \text{ then left bus}=0 \text{ and right bus}=0,
\end{align*}
\]

Once the bit is terminated, the structure is divided into two parallel buses as left bus and right bus. Depending upon the output in the comparison resolution module, either left bus or right bus is selected.

The decision module contains the OR-network, where the final comparison is done with the help of scanning the left bus and right bus parallel in a separate chain.

3. PROPOSED DESIGN

The novel comparator is designed with the concept of cut set algorithm. A cut set is a group of edge which is partition into sub graph that can be connected at least with a single edge. Here group of edges denotes the logic gates and the sub graph denotes the identical logic gates. In this paper, the identical logic elements are group into a structure and those structures are separated into groups. Each particular group of logic elements is folded back to itself for a maximal usage of the logic gates. Hence the interconnection and power is reduced. Each time the results are stored in a separate register and passed to the new recommencing results. The register which contain the results are feed to an OR network where the comparator outputs are obtained. This type of cut set algorithm will naturally reduce the power.

3.1 Application

Analog to digital convertor (ADC) is a basic building block that encodes the physical quantity to digital number. An analog to digital convertor are used in many more application especially in sensor networks. As sensor networks are analog in nature, it is essential to convertor an analog signal to digital signal form. There are many applications where both analog signal and digital signal are used in a single circuit network. In such case the designer implements the analog circuit in the same digital CMOS technology. It is preferable to have a fully digital analog to digital convertor, which can be implemented in CMOS circuitry. On comparison with analog ADC, fully digital ADC will have a less power and area consumption. In this way a digital comparator which is designed using cut set algorithm is implemented in fully digital analog to digital convertor.

In this paper, a fully digital analog to digital convertor consist of a reference signal, an input signal and a comparator block. The input and the reference signals are sound and sign wave signals respectively. These sign wave and sound signal are generated from MATLAB. The signals which are generated from MATLAB are sample and hold internally and they are generated in the form of 1’s and 0’s (digital signals). The internal sample and hold operation consists of circuit that contain continuously varying analog signal which is in the form of voltage and locks its value for a constant interval of time. The constant input values are converted into a digital form. The digital signals which are generated by the reference and sign wave signal are feed to the input of the comparator as ‘A’ and ‘B’ respectively.

4. SIMULATION RESULT

4.1 Comparator Output

The coding for comparator which is designed using cut set algorithm is done and the output is shown below.
The output results show that A and B are two input which is of 16 bit width. The output are G, E, L as greater than, equal to and lesser than respectively.

4.2 Fully Digital ADC Output

The output for fully digital ADC is designed and shown below. The result consist of clock and reset as input signal and the discrete signal as the output signal.

The reference and input signal which are generated from MATLAB are as follows.
5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

5.1 For Comparator Design

The power analysis is done for both prefix tree structure and the comparator which is designed using cut set algorithm.

Table 1: Power Analysis for Comparator Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>EXISTING</th>
<th>PROPOSED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POWER</td>
<td>133.52Mw</td>
<td>133.05Mw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 For Fully Digital ADC Design

A comparative power and area analysis is done for digital ADC which is designed using both parallel prefix structure comparator and cut set algorithm comparator.

Table 1: Power Analysis for Comparator Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARAMETER</th>
<th>EXISTING</th>
<th>PROPOSED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POWER</td>
<td>518.11mW</td>
<td>337.27mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AREA</td>
<td>6036</td>
<td>3025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel high performance comparator is designed using cut set algorithm where a replicated circuit is partition into sub circuit and finally these sub circuits are connected to generate the result. This type of design tents to reduce power in the circuit. Thus the design provides an efficient way for comparator wide range and high speed application. The comparator which is designed using cut set algorithm is implemented in fully digital Analog to digital converter in which the power and area are analyzed.
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